Consider Becoming a Preceptor

Promoting the Values of our Community

Did you know?
- Cost to run a black-and-white ¼ page ad in JAMA to find a new partner: $2,425
- Average cost to hire a private firm to recruit a new partner: $30,000
- Meeting your future partner by being part of their clinical training: Priceless!

Southwestern Colorado Area Health Education Center (SWCAHEC) can provide you with the necessary information about precepting. Contact us today!
Kathleen McInnis, RN, MS
Executive Director
970.426-4284
Kathleen.mcinnis@swcahec.org

Help students find their pathway to health!

Colorado Rotations for Colorado Students.
Health professional schools from all over Colorado seek to provide excellent clinical rotations for students. As a real-world provider in rural Colorado, you have much to share and teach health professional students about practicing in rural areas.

Additional Benefits as a preceptor for the CU School of Medicine:
- Receive a Clinical Faculty appointment in the University of Colorado School of Medicine.
- Family physician preceptors may receive 20 hours AAFP CME prescribed credit per calendar.
- Rural preceptors may be eligible for a $1000 tax credit for tax years 2017-2019!

Benefits of Precepting
- Teaching young healthcare professionals keeps you current and energized about your field of practice.
  - Precepting prevents burnout.
  - Precepting is a great recruitment tool.
- Point of Care Learning is the most effective teaching method and allows the preceptor to help improve the talents of students, improving care for countless patients.
  - Precepting is an opportunity to “give back” in return for the excellent training you received.
  - Precepting allows you to make a difference in where a student will ultimately practice.
  - YOU can make a difference in the kind of provider a student will be!
- BE A PRECEPTOR!